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Discovar de novo

● Discovar de novo is a large/small genome 
assembler

● Developed by the Broad Institute (MA)
○ http://www.broadinstitute.org/software/discovar/blog/

● Generates accurate and complete 
assemblies 



Discovar de novo

● Discovar de novo requires a single Illumina 
fragment library (paired end)

● A PCR-free protocol, ~450bp insert size, and ~60X 
coverage are recommended (SPRI beads).

● 250bp (recommended for the assembler) or higher 
paired reads will be created by the sequencing 
machine



Discovar de novo

● Reads as short as 150bp may work with Discovar 
de novo, depending on fragment size and other 
factors.

● This will however require algorithmic modifications 



Discovar de novo

● Other sequencing technologies such as 454, SOLiD 
and PacBio may not be used. The assembler is 
restricted to Illumina.



Unipaths and unipath graphs

-Unipath
- An unambiguous path. Formally: Let x1...xn be a sequence of adjacent k-

mers in the de Bruijn graph such that x1...xn-1 have outdegree 1 and x2...xn have 
indegree one, any extension of violates this constraint              unipath

- Similar to U-U contigs in meraculous

-Unipath graph
- Like a de Bruijn graph, with unipaths

for edges. Nodes are still k-mers
Butler et al. PMID: 18340039



Stages
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Pair correction and filling

c) If any base on the founder has a quality score ≥ 30, and disagrees with the 
consensus, set consensus q=0

d) Check for inconsistencies between founders and consensus sequence
- If the founder disagrees but the 5 flanking bases agree, and ≥ 3 other rows 
agree with the founder, set quality to 0



Pair correction and filling
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Pair correction and filling



Assembly theory

-Graph formation
-  Initial graph is exactly the unipath graph

-Graph simplification and improvement



-Graph simplification and improvement
Simplification and improvement

- Reverse complement removal
- Hanging end removal
- Remove small components
- Delete low coverage edges
- Assembly unwinding 



-Graph simplification and improvement
Simplification and improvement

- Pull apart simple branches
- Pull apart complex branches 
- Bubble popping
- Graph reconstruction 
- Make and unroll loops 



-Graph simplification and improvement
Simplification and improvement

- Remove weakly supported loops
- Delete weakly competing edges
- Graph cleaning using the uncorrected reads
- Gulp edges 
- Orient assembly to reference 



User experience: Installation

- Prerequisites:
- GCC 4.7+
- jemalloc 3.6.0+

- Standard pipeline:
       configure     make     make install



User experience: GCC

The wrong way:
Compile and link the dependencies:
- GMP, MPFR MPC (floating point arithmetic libraries)
- Each in a separate directory

Attempt to configure with libraries all over the place:
 ./configure --with-gmp=/some/silly/path/gmp --with-mpfr=/some/silly/path/mpfr --with-mpc=/some/silly/path/mpc

This is silly and causes major problems for anyone who doesn't understand how dynamic linkers find libraries at 
runtime. Do not do this.

https://gcc.gnu.org/wiki/InstallingGCC



User experience: GCC

The right way: 
Let GCC do all the work:
tar xzf gcc-4.9.2.tar.gz
cd gcc-4.9.2
./contrib/download_prerequisites     <- Downloads and configures prequisites
cd ..
mkdir objdir
cd objdir
$PWD/../gcc-4.9.2/configure --prefix=$HOME/gcc-4.9.2 
make
make install

https://gcc.gnu.org/wiki/InstallingGCC



User experience: Installation

- Prerequisites:
- GCC 4.7+ ✔
- jemalloc 3.6.0+

- Jemalloc:
       configure     make     make install
./configure --prefix=$HOME/jemalloc/
make
make install



User experience: Installation

- Prerequisites:
- GCC 4.7+ ✔
- jemalloc 3.6.0+ ✔

- Last but not least:
/configure CC=$HOME/gcc-4.9.2/bin/gcc --prefix=$HOME/discovar/install_dir/ --with-jemalloc=$HOME/jemalloc/lib/
make
make install



Syntax for Discovar de novo 
Assembly
● Discovar READS = reads.bam OUT_DIR=my_assembly

● Takes all reads in BAM file, generates an assembly and 
writes output to  my_assembly directory

● final assembly is located in my_assembly/a.final/



User experience: Running 

-Picky command line syntax
-No white space
EX.



User experience: Running 

-Picky command line syntax
-Discovar denovo option ‘frac’

- Lets user define a subset of the data

-Ran with 1%, 5% and 10% of the data 
- Verify assembly plausibility 



Sequence preparation

- FastQC
- Preqc
- Skewer (adapter trimming)
- fastuniq (PCR duplicate removal)
- Conversion to BAM format required
 



fastuniq: Rationale

-Designed for PCR-free libraries
-Reduce memory footprint
-Could bias error correction



fastuniq

de novo duplicate removal
- as opposed to mapping-based (Picard)
- implemented in C

Low RAM footprint:
35.6 GB for 16.6 gigabases of data

Xu et al. PMCID: PMC3527383

Merge sort



BAM conversion rationale

-Quality representation
-Fastq uses several quality score representations 

-Paired data representation
-Fastq format stores read pairs in two separate files

-BAM compression
- Binning scheme makes access easier
- Compression uses less disk space



BAM conversion rationale

-BAM files offer increased documentation 
potential

- Optional fields can be filled
- Optional flag for identifying unaligned sequences



Fastq to BAM

-Picard toolset
-java .jar files
-Used program fastqToSam

- Converts fastq forward and reverse files into a single bam file



Results: Fastq vs Bam

- Bam 
- 3 data files
- 47 gigs total

- Fastq
- 6 data files
- 55 gigs total (zipped) 
- 150 gigs total (unzipped) 



Documentation 
- Wiki page was made

-https://banana-slug.soe.ucsc.edu/team_5_page

- Bam files added to corresponding data pages

https://banana-slug.soe.ucsc.edu/team_5_page


BME235 wiki page



Teams homepage 



Team 5 homepage: Discovar de 
novo



Team composition



Team workflow



Discovar de novo run logs 



Discovar de novo run logs

- Total runtime is relatively consistent
- ReadQGrapher step scales with the data size

- RAM intensive steps
- Reading in the files
- ReadQGrapher (peak memory step)

- Ten fold increase in bases in 10kb+ scaffolds 
between 5% and 10% runs 



Machine load

- Discovar denovo reads all the data into RAM 
- roughly 2 bits of RAM per base

- CPU and RAM expensive for specific steps
- Analyzing logs to narrow down which steps are expensive
- ReadQGrapher



Program log



Questions 
-Pair correction and filling
-Sequence preparation

- FastUniq
- FastqToSam

-User experience 
-Documentation and results 
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Discovar’s origin and genetic 
variation
● At time previous to Discovar’s paper (Weisenfeld et 

al., 2014), the methods available to investigate GV 
did a good job in 90% of the cases.

● Calling variants was a challenging in the 10% 
remaining of the genome, specially those occuring 
in low-complexity sequence, segmental duplications 
and high GC content regions.



Discovar’s origin and genetic 
variation
● Discovar was specifically designed to address 

challenging variant types; 
● Discovar involves initial alignment of reads to 

genomic regions followed by careful
● Compared with Genome Analysis Tool Kit (GATK), 

Discovar provides a better coverage of challenging 
variants and excelent coverage of ordinary variants



Discovar vs. Discovar de novo

● Discovar is a variant caller and small 
genome assembler

● Discovar de novo however, can assemble 
genomes up to the mamallian size


